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• Venus is very similar to Earth, but very different

• Very little is known about the internal structure 
of the planet – there is no (some?) evidence of 
global tectonic activity, the surface is 
geologically young and shows signs of recent 
seismic activity

• To understand how Venus evolved, it is 
necessary to detect the signs of seismic 
activity

Introduction – Prospects for Venus seismic studies
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Introduction – Options for seismology on Venus
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2) Airglow
imaging 

from orbit

1) Infrasound
observations at 

55 km and -10°C

3) Classical seismic 
measurements with 

surface temp of 465°C

Cutts et al. (2015)

• Surface conditions are harsh – 460 degree C, 90 atmosphere, sulfuric acid-
rich environment

• Remote seismology may be a good alternative to landing and surviving for 
long periods of time



• Energy from ground motion couples to the 
atmosphere-thermosphere-ionosphere 
system 

• The atmosphere on Venus is much denser 
– 60x greater coupling than earth

• Infrasonic perturbations travel upward with 
practically no attenuation till ~80 km

• Low wind noise on floating platforms
• Temperature and pressure are Earth-like 

at 55 km altitude

Introduction – Remote seismology on Venus
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Cutts et al. (2015)

Garcia et al. (2005)



• Objective – develop technology required to discern seismicity-induced 
atmospheric signals using the Earth atmosphere as a Venus analog

• Advantage  
• We can fly multiple flights to refine our technology in a benign environment

• Limitations and challenges
• Lithosphere-atmosphere coupling on Earth is much weaker than Venus
• Limited payload capability on both Earth and Venus 
• Not much balloon-based infrasound data to use as priors

Earth as a Venus analog
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Earth as a Venus analog – Campaign plan
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Artificial 
earthquakes/low 
altitude test flight

Artificial 
earthquakes, 

balloons at large 
distance

Scale results to Venus, 
mission design

June 2017

April 2018

April 2020

April 2019

Natural earthquakes,
stratospheric flight 2, test 

and refine algorithms

Natural earthquakes,
stratospheric flight 1, 

develop learning 
algorithms



• Objective – use a small but repeatable seismic source to produce artificial 
earthquakes, demonstrate detectability using aerial platforms at low altitude

• Sensor network included sensitive barometers, broadband seismometers, 
IMUs, and geophones

• 108 shots from the hammer over a period of 4 hours

Pahrump test
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Images from Krishnamoorthy et al. (under preparation)



Barometer – Sensor deployment
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Barometer, GPS 
receiver, IMU, 
Raspberry Pi

Wind noise 
reduction port

Ground
~2 m

~180 m
Ground Barometer 

131651

Aerostat

138136

138135

137328

137327

Seismic 
Hammer

Hot air balloon

~1 kmImages from Krishnamoorthy et al. (under preparation)



Data processing methodology for Pahrump campaign
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Raw
barometer data 

(x5)

IMU data Geophone and seismometer data

SimulationWindowing, 
filtering, de-noising

“Independent”
techniques

“Clean” signal

Sub-surface model

“Dependent”
techniques

Detection statistics



Barometer data – Quiet background
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Noise is lower on the floating balloon than the 
moored balloon

Images from Krishnamoorthy et al. (under preparation)



Barometer data – Signal stacking results
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Ground barometer  
108 shots

Lower aerostat barometer

Upper aerostat barometer
30+ shots

Lower HAB barometer

Upper HAB barometer
15+ shots

Images from Krishnamoorthy et al. (under preparation)



• Signal band-passed between 4-10 Hz, analyzed in time-
frequency domain using Empirical Wavelet Transform (EWT) 
(Gilles 2013)

• Frequency spectrum split into N contiguous segments, wavelets 
constructed for each segment and composite time-frequency 
spectrogram is generated for each shot

• EWT produces sparse spectrograms – good for pattern 
identification

• Mathematical details in Gilles (2013), tool is open-source

Barometer data – Time-frequency analysis
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Images from Krishnamoorthy et al. (under preparation)



• All traces show heightened mode activity at the expected arrival time of the 
wave – pronounced activity in the ground barometer and the aerostat

• Hot air balloon data still being analyzed

Barometer data – Preliminary EWT results
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Ground barometer 
(108 shots)

Aerostat (lower)
(30 shots)

Aerostat (upper)
(30 shots)

Images from Krishnamoorthy et al. (under preparation)



• Infrasound signals from epicentral motion are being detected in most of the 
barometers

• Current processing techniques rely on ground awareness – barometer data 
results can be greatly enhanced by simulation and seismometer data

• Dry Alluvium Geology (DAG) experiment in Nevada will be the next test –
payload and software will be re-designed

• We aim to fly stratospheric flights in Oklahoma to detect naturally occurring 
earthquakes in the future

• Detection methods will steadily be made independent of ground truth (there is 
none at Venus)

• Infrasound is a great candidate for remote seismic measurements, especially 
on planets with dense atmospheres such as Venus

Conclusions/Future Work
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Thank you
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Questions?




